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Chapter 23 - KAIZEN COSTING
Concepts
1.

2.

Six applications of Lean system
a.

Six Sigma

c.

Cellular Manufacturing

e.

Kaizen Costing

b.
d.

TPM

JIT
f.

5s

Concept of Kaizen Costing
a.

Small changes over a period of time

b.

Reach the desired Cost levels

c.

No great changes to the business model

d.

Quality maintained or improved

e.

Involve the workers and the employees
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1.

There is a company making mobile phones.

2.

It was doing very good in terms of revenue and growth.

3.

It wants us to give ideas to reduce its warranty-related costs.

4.

It is currently having a setup, where it has 200 centres. A customer goes to these 200 centres and deposits
his faulty phone. They send phones to Mumbai for repair In Mumbai, they are repaired and sent back to the
centre and given back to the customer

5.

Our IDEAS
a.

Do an audit of these centres and close centres with fewer customers

b.

Try to provide the necessary infrastructure to centres so that minor repairs can be done locally.
This will also decrease the turnover time for the customers.

c.

Whenever the company sends Phones to Mumbai combines many phones into a single batch. This
will save logistics costs.

d.

Similarly, when phones are sent from Mumbai to the centres, send repaired and replaced phones
in a single batch with proper identification. This will save logistics costs.
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Kaizen Costing

6.

Super Quick Revision

Another thing, is the company should find out reasons for such huge phones coming for repairs. There
might be some defect in the phone, due to which there are huge returns. Pareto analysis can be used in
such cases to find out the most common reasons for such faults. This report can be given to the
manufacturing teams to help them to rectify the defect in the product.
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